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Chapter

Climate System Ontology: A 
Formal Specification of the 
Complex Climate System
Armita Davarpanah, Hassan A. Babaie and Guanyu Huang

Abstract

Modeling the climate system requires a formal representation of the charac-
teristics of the system elements and the processes that change them. The Climate 
System Ontology (CSO) represents the semantics of the processes that continuously 
cause change at component and system levels. The CSO domain ontology logically 
represents various links that relate the nodes in this complex network. It models 
changes in the radiative balance caused by human activities and other forcings as solar 
energy flows through the system. CSO formally expresses various processes, includ-
ing non-linear feedbacks and cycles, that change the compositional, structural, and 
behavioral characteristics of system components. By reusing the foundational logic 
of a set of top- and mid-level ontologies, we have modeled complex concepts such as 
hydrological cycle, forcing, greenhouse effect, feedback, and climate change in the 
ontology. This coherent, publicly available ontology can be queried to reveal the input 
and output of processes that directly impact the system elements and causal chains 
that bring change to the whole system. Our description of best practices in ontology 
development and explanation of the logics that underlie the extended upper-level 
ontologies help climate scientists to design interoperable domain and application 
ontologies, and share and reuse semantically rich climate data.

Keywords: climate system, ontology, complex system, climate change, climate data

1. Introduction

The solar powered and highly complex climate system consists of five interacting 
subsystems of atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere, cryosphere, and biosphere [1]. 
The system has evolved to maintain its radiative balance through self-organization 
[2, 3] and adaptation [4] over time. Radiative perturbations caused by natural 
external forcings such as changes in the solar cycles and volcanic eruptions have 
periodically changed the climate system over long temporal and spatial scales [5]. The 
system has adapted to deal with the continuous input of naturally produced carbon 
dioxide and volcanic aerosol to its atmosphere and oceans, by storing carbon in plants 
and carbonate sedimentary rocks and coral reefs [6].

More recently, human activities such as burning of fossil fuel and deforestation are 
increasing the levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and oceans [7, 8]. Increased 
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concentrations of CO2 and other greenhouse gases are disturbing system’s radiative 
balance through enhanced greenhouse effect which leads to warming of the atmo-
sphere beyond natural balanced levels [9]. The complex climate system is responding 
to these changes by nonlinear feedback processes and modifying the interactions 
among its internal components [10]. Through self-organization, the system brings 
change in its established network structure and climates. Climate change, for 
instance, brings change to the spatial and temporal pattern, frequency, and intensity 
of extreme events in system components, affecting all kinds of ecosystems, including 
social system [11].

The knowledge about the complex interactions in the climate system is well known 
in the climatology community (e.g., [12–14]). Recently, the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC) has advanced the knowledge by emphasizing the effects 
of anthropogenic activities in the climate system [5, 15]. The IPCC reports, however, 
are written in a natural language. As such, the knowledge cannot be understood by 
software without natural language processing (NLP). The vast knowledge described 
in these and other reports about the interactions in the climate system is not eas-
ily accessible or understandable by decision and policymakers who are expected to 
prescribe plans to mitigate climate change impacts. One way to make the knowledge 
more accessible to software is to develop ontologies that translate the known facts, 
expressed in natural language, into the logic-based, machine-processible Web 
Ontology Language (OWL) [16]. Given the complexity of the climate system in which 
all sorts of nonlinear physical, chemical, and biological processes occur, only ontolo-
gies that are based on robust description logic [17] of well-established upper ontolo-
gies can reliably model these complex relationships. To this end, we have developed 
the Climate System Ontology (CSO) based on the widely used, top-level Basic Formal 
Ontology (BFO) [18, 19] and mid-level Common Core Ontologies (CCO) [20–22], 
Relation Ontology [23], and Phenotype And Trait Ontology (PATO) [24]. Our 
Climate System Ontology semantically models the system variables (e.g., concentra-
tion of CO2 in the atmosphere or ocean) and core interactive processes among the 
climate system’s components (e.g., change in oceanic circulation, retreat of glaciers, 
and atmosphere-ocean heat exchange). It explicitly formalizes the impact of anthro-
pogenic activities (e.g., fossil fuel emission, emission of greenhouse gases, and land 
use) on climate variation. The semantic model represents the natural greenhouse and 
other effects by representing the influences of trace gases (e.g., greenhouse gases), 
aerosols, clouds, and other entities on system’s energy balance. The CSO ontology 
also models major feedback and energy transfer processes and negative and positive 
variations in the radiative forcing.

In this chapter, we provide a detailed description of the best practices that we have 
applied to develop the Climate System Ontology, CSO, by extending upper ontolo-
gies. We also explain how the description logic, inherited from the reused upper-level 
ontologies, enriched the CSO knowledge model and enabled it to model complex 
concepts in the climate system. By being publicly available in the cloud-based GitHub 
software repository (GitHub - adavarpa/Climate-System-Ontology-CSO: An ontology 
for Climate system), our Climate System Ontology allows climate scientists to build 
their own domain and application ontologies that model, for instance, ice core, ocean 
water composition, permafrost melting, or extreme events. The CSO ontology enables 
integration and federation of heterogeneous data and facilitates search, retrieval, and 
analysis of climate data.

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 1 introduces the problem and the 
objectives of making the Climate System Ontology (CSO). Section 2 presents a 
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concise description of the climate system from a complex system perspective. Section 
3 introduces the methodology and the foundational logics and structures of the 
upper ontologies which were used to construct CSO. Section 4 presents the results 
of our modeling of parts of the climate system. Section 5 discusses the advantages of 
developing the CSO domain ontology by extending the upper ontologies and presents 
models of the most complex processes in the climate system. It also explains how 
the ontology, currently available on Github (see above), can be applied by domain 
scientists. This is followed by Section 6 which summarizes our work.

2. Climate system

2.1 Flow of energy in the climate system

Logical modeling of the network structure and dynamics of the climate system 
in an ontology requires a formal, explicit specification of our conceptualization 
of the interactions among the components of this system [25]. In this section, we 
provide the background knowledge of the climate system based on the descriptions 
presented by the IPCC reports [5, 15, 26, 27], and the reports by the Royal Society 
and the U.S. National Academy of Sciences [11, 28]. We then model this knowledge 
in the next sections.

The open atmospheric, hydrospheric, cryospheric, lithospheric (land surface), 
and biospheric components of the climate system continuously interact through 
many physical, chemical, and biological processes over a wide range of spatial and 
temporal scales [26]. The climate system is driven by solar radiation, mostly in the 
visible short-wave and near-infrared, and, to some extent, in the ultraviolet part of 
the electromagnetic spectrum [29, 30]. About a third of this incoming solar radiation 
is reflected back into space by clouds, the atmosphere, and land surface [31]. The 
rest is either absorbed by the atmosphere or used to heat the land and oceans. After 
absorbing part of incoming radiation, the warmed land surface returns the energy as 
heat (infrared radiation) and water vapor to the atmosphere. Heat, carried through 
atmospheric circulations by water vapor, is released to the atmosphere through con-
densation [26]. The infrared radiation emitted from Earth’s surface is partly absorbed 
by greenhouse gases and clouds in the atmosphere [32]. The greenhouse gases and 
clouds re-emit the absorbed heat in all directions, leading to its entrapment, and 
warming of the lower atmosphere and Earth’s surface. This is the natural greenhouse 
effect which is a part of Earth’s energy balance. Reflection of the incoming radiation 
by clouds more than compensates for their warming effect, leading to a net cooling of 
the system [33].

The average net radiation at the tropopause, which for the sake of energy cal-
culations is assigned as the top of the atmosphere, is zero [34]. The net radiation 
can change due to a change in the incoming solar radiation or the emitted infrared 
radiation [35]. The imbalance caused by these variations is called radiative forcing 
[27]. External natural changes such as solar cycles and explosive volcanic eruptions 
that eject aerosols into the atmosphere bring variation in the radiative forcing [36]. 
Positive or negative radiative forcings lead to an average increase or decrease of 
surface temperatures, respectively [33]. In both of these cases, the system needs to 
restore the radiative balance. Internal processes and feedbacks [37] in the climate 
system also cause radiative imbalance by affecting the reflected solar radiation and 
emitted infrared radiation [26].
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The positive forcings are induced by changes in the composition of system compo-
nents, such as increased greenhouse gas and aerosol concentrations in the atmosphere 
and oceans, for example, due to combustion of fossil fuels through human activi-
ties (e.g., [38]). These changes lead to higher surface-tropospheric and sea water 
temperatures, along with increased acidification of sea water that affects the carbon 
sink in corals [39, 40]. These, and other processes (e.g., biomass burning, emission 
of chlorofluorocarbons that destroy stratospheric ozone layer), cause anthropogenic 
perturbation of the radiative balance in the system that impact climate as the system 
tries to restore the balance [41]. The increased concentration of anthropogenic 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere leads to a decrease in the amount of heat that is 
lost to space at higher altitudes, causing a positive radiative forcing [26]. This is called 
enhanced greenhouse effect [42, 43]. The climate system responds to the radiative 
imbalance through its various complex internal processes and feedbacks that lead to 
climate change [15].

Components in the climate system respond to the internal variability and forc-
ings through nonlinear feedback cycles that are essential features of all complex 
systems [44] (see next section). Due to their different physical properties (e.g., heat 
capacity and thermal conductivity), components of the climate system have differ-
ent response times to variations brought by external forcings [45]. This nonlinear 
feedback mechanisms and other internal interactions among system components 
keep the climate system in a constantly varying state characterized with large-
scale climate variability such as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation, North Atlantic 
Oscillation, North-South dipole structure, and Antarctic Oscillation which occur due 
to ocean–atmosphere interaction (e.g., Rodríguez-Fonseca; [46]). Climate variability 
can result internally due to the natural interactions among system components or 
externally by radiative forcings (e.g., [47]). The occurrence and intensity of certain 
low probability, extreme weather events such as heat wave, drought, and flooding 
correlate with climate variability [48]. Human activities such as agricultural prac-
tices, forestry, and land use lead to anthropogenic forcings that cause variations in 
the climate (e.g., [38]). For example, emission of methane and nitrous oxide gases 
through agricultural and industrial practices increases the tropospheric ozone (a 
greenhouse gas) (e.g., [49]).

2.2 Complex system perspective of the climate system

The climate system is an adaptive, dissipative system of a network of numerous 
independent, nonlinearly interacting nodes (components and elements). The system, 
defined by the diversity, adaptability, connectedness, and mutual dependency of 
its heterogeneous components, continuously interacts with its environment (space) 
through the transfer of solar energy. The interactions among the system components 
change the state of the whole system as it adapts to internal changes and external 
perturbations [50, 51] such as the positive radiative forcings caused by solar cycles 
and human activities.

As a complex system mostly stays in the subcritical, far-from-equilibrium state of 
the ‘edge of chaos’ between a stable (low complexity) state and unstable state of chaos 
[52]. When the system is driven far from equilibrium, for example, through positive 
radiative forcings caused by human activities, it reaches a threshold of instability 
(critical level). The transition between the states of the ‘edge of chaos’ and chaos leads 
to repeated phase changes (e.g., evaporation and condensation) and cascades (e.g., 
occurrence of extreme climate events) [53].
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The cascades are followed by a return to the slow relaxation stage (subcritical 
state) to repeat the process (e.g., [54]). The subcritical state [55] is characterized by 
continuous natural processes (e.g., incoming solar radiation, reflection of incoming 
radiation, and emission of land surface infrared radiation to atmosphere) and co-
evolution [56, 57]. Changes brought by internal and external forcings in one compo-
nent (e.g., atmosphere and land surface) continuously transfer to other components 
and reconfigure the network of links among the components [51]. This may lead to 
co-evolution which occurs when system components simultaneously change due to 
their interdependency and mutual adaptation [4]. An example of co-evolution in the 
climate system is when the atmosphere and oceans both become warmer due to the 
atmosphere–ocean exchange of heat as a result of increased concentration of green-
house gases in the atmosphere. Another example is an increase of CO2 in the atmo-
sphere and simultaneous decrease of pH in the ocean water as more CO2 is absorbed 
by the oceans [58, 59].

At the critical points, internal and external forcings at the constituent (micro) 
level lead to spontaneous emergence of order at the whole system (macro) level by the 
appearance of new properties, random and unpredictable behavior, structure (net-
work of links between nodes), and pattern. The order appears at the macro-level as a 
result of nonlinear interactions at the micro-level (components) through self-organi-
zation [2, 3]. The emerged properties at the macro-level affect those at the micro-level 
[60, 61]. Since the system is decentralized, a failure at the micro-level does not bring a 
failure at the whole system level [61].

The self-organization at the critical points leads to the autonomous formation of a 
preferred configuration (attractor) through nonlinear feedbacks that better conforms 
(adapts) to the changing environment. The new pattern (e.g., a climate pattern) brings 
more effective coordination and cooperation among the system elements [61] by 
reordering the composition and relationships (links) among the system components 
(nodes) and even creating new ones (e.g., new circulations in ocean; more frequent 
adverse climate events) [62]. The new self-organized structure, maintained through 
continuous flux of energy (e.g., through increased anthropogenic radiative forcing), 
promotes specific behavior, such as climate change, in the system [3]. Self-organization 
is a dynamical and adaptive feature of the climate system that allows it to acquire and 
maintain spatial, temporal, or functional structure that leads to increased order [60]. 
The structure brought by self-organization is maintained through a constant source of 
energy (e.g., solar radiation) that allows the system to adapt to dynamic changes (e.g., 
warming of the atmosphere) through a variety of behaviors (e.g., negative feedbacks) 
allowing the behaviors to restrict to a small part of its state space (i.e., around the 
attractor) [56, 63]. The emerged self-organization and nonlinear processes that occur 
during the unstable chaos state are scale-invariant, governed by power laws [50, 64], 
and produce emergent variations in the system over a wide range of scales. The critical 
points themselves evolve over time as driving forcings change.

The order produced by the formation of new patterns and structures, through self-
organization, is the product of non-equilibrium in the far-from-equilibrium climate 
system [65, 66]. These patterns (e.g., of climate) are the result of the interaction of 
the system with its environment (space outside of atmosphere) [62] through input 
and output of energy. By continuously getting input, such a dissipative and adaptive 
system can achieve dynamic equilibrium while still doing work, recycling mass (gas, 
aerosol), and transforming different forms of energy (radiation).

A change such as an increased water vapor content in the atmosphere does not 
remain proportional to its causal process (e.g., evaporation of ocean water) for long 
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because of the feedback loops that redirect the output of the process (water vapor) 
back to the original process as input through intermediary processes (e.g., amplifi-
cation of temperature due to higher water vapor content in the atmosphere). This 
feedback cycle strengthens or weakens the output of the original change process 
(evaporation), causing a larger change (positive feedback) or a reduced or eliminated 
change that brings the system back to equilibrium (negative feedback) [67]. In other 
words, the outcome of a process is necessary for the process to proceed in a posi-
tive feedback (a form of self-cause) [68]. Negative feedbacks dampen the original 
process and bring stability to the system. Positive and negative feedbacks maintain 
the emerged self-organized forms [69] within and across system levels [70]. Thus, 
feedbacks, as nonlinear, recursive processes, probabilistically lead to adaptive or 
chaotic outcomes or an equilibrium state [69] and result in emergent properties that 
are absent in the system or its components [71].

3. Methodology

In this section, we describe the structure of the imported upper ontologies 
and their resources for modeling the climate system. We chose the Common Core 
Ontologies (CCO) [20–22] to develop our Climate System Ontology (CSO) because 
these mid-level ontologies extend the logical foundation of the Basic Formal Ontology 
[18, 19], which is a simple, standard top-level ontology with an extensive scientific 
user base [72, 73]. The CCO set adds many useful classes to the BFO class hierar-
chy and introduces several new object properties (through the Extended Relation 
Ontology) in addition to the ones defined by the Relation Ontology [23] that are 
available in BFO.

To make it easy for readers to distinguish the CSO class names from names that 
are defined in the imported upper-level ontologies, we adhere to the following 
naming scheme throughout this chapter. Imported BFO, CCO, and PATO class 
names are preceded with their namespace prefix (e.g., bfo: process, cco: Change, 
pato: quality). Moreover, the BFO and PATO class names begin with a lower-case 
letter (bfo: material entity, pato: variability) compared to the CCO classes that begin 
with a capital letter (e.g., cco: Statis, cco: Temperature). Throughout this chapter, 
we format the CSO class names with Small caps font and capitalize the first letter of 
each word (e.g., Ocean, Positive Feedback, Snow-covered Surface, and Global Mean 
Sea level Change).

The CCO set was downloaded as the ‘CommonCoreOntologies-master’ zip 
folder from the GitHub [74] cloud-based repository, which was then uncompressed 
and saved in a working directory. PATO was also downloaded and placed in the 
CommonCoreOntologies-master uncompressed folder as pato.owl. To access and 
reuse classes in the upper-level ontologies, our CSO ontology (cso.owl) directly 
imported PATO and the ‘MergedAllCoreOntology-v1.3.ttl’ file from the ‘cco-merged’ 
folder in the CommonCoreOntologies-master directory. However, since the extracted 
CCO-master package already included the bfo.owl and ro.owl files in its ‘imports’ 
folder, there was no need to directly import these ontologies in the cso.owl file. The 
Climate System Ontology (cso.owl) was then built using the Protégé editor [75, 76] 
and placed in the same CommonCoreOntologies-master folder that contained the 
individual CCO turtle (.ttl) files and pato.owl.

As a best practice [77], we adhered to the ‘single inheritance rule’ and designed 
each class in the Climate System Ontology as a subclass of only one imported BFO, 
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CCO, or PATO class. We also reused the object properties that were available in CCO 
and RO to relate class instances in the CSO. The CSO classes were later expanded to 
include their necessary and/or sufficient characteristics by constructing compound 
logical statements (axioms) (see below). To better understand the design of the 
CSO domain ontology, we evaluate the logics that underlie the class hierarchy of 
the imported upper ontologies in the remaining part of this section. All examples 
throughout this chapter are from the Climate System Ontology (CSO).

The Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) [18] classifies all entities (e.g., things that 
exist or operate in the climate system) as either bfo: continuant or bfo: occurrent. 
Continuants persist as whole entities in time. These entities have material and imma-
terial parts but do not have any temporal part. The bfo: continuant class includes 
the bfo: generically dependent continuant, bfo: independent continuant, and bfo: 
specifically dependent continuant subclasses. CCO adds the cco: Information Content 
Entity class under the bfo: generically dependent continuant to represent class of 
entities whose instances are information content for an Information Bearing Entity. 
For example, a plot of the global mean surface temperatures vs. time, a table that lists 
these data, and a report that describes the data, are instances of the cco: Information 
Bearing Entity that ‘carry’ the same cco: Information Content Entity (i.e., global mean 
surface temperature) in different ways. At any time, t, a bfo: generically dependent 
continuant ‘generically depends’ on another entity (i.e., Information Bearing Entity). 
For example, the ‘global mean surface temperature’ information content ‘generically 
depends’ on its carriers (the plot, table, or report).

CCO defines three subclasses of the ‘Information Content Entity’ class: 
‘Descriptive Information Content Entity’, Designative Information Content Entity’, 
and ‘Directive Information Content Entity’ that are used for data and informa-
tion modeling [21, 22]. The ‘Descriptive Information Content Entity’ consists of 
propositions that ‘describe’ some entity and includes the ‘Measurement Information 
Content Entity’ (describes extent, dimensions, quantity, or quality of an entity), 
‘Measurement Unit’ (describes a magnitude of a physical quantity), ‘Predictive 
Information Content Entity’ (describes an uncertain future event), ‘Reference 
System’ (describes a set of standards for organizing data), and ‘Representational 
Information Content Entity’ (consists of a set of propositions or the content of 
an image that represents some entity, e.g., a Satellite Image of a Hurricane). The 
‘Designative Information Content Entity’ consists of a set of symbols that ‘desig-
nate’ or denote some entity. This allows modeling identifiers, abbreviated names 
such as acronyms (e.g., ENSO and NAO that designate El Niño-Southern Oscillation 
and North Atlantic Oscillation, respectively), and chemical formulae (CH4, CO2). 
The ‘Directive Information Content Entity’ consists of propositions or images 
that ‘prescribe’ some entity. It allows modeling concepts such as National Climate 
Change Strategy, Policy for Climate Change Adaptation, Energy Security Goal, and 
Climate Model.

A bfo: independent continuant includes the bfo: immaterial entity and bfo: mate-
rial entity. The immaterial entity class includes boundaries (under bfo: continuant 
fiat boundary) and sites (e.g., the eye of a hurricane) which can change location. 
Boundaries demarcate material entities, e.g., Sea level, Sea Surface, and Vegetation-
covered Surface. A bfo: site is a 3D immaterial entity bounded by material entity, such 
as a Polar Environment, Soil Environment, a Region of High Salinity, Wet Tropical 
Region, a cco: Country, or a cco: City. A material entity has portion of matter as 
part and is a spatially extended independent continuant that maintains its identity 
through time even when gaining or losing parts. The bfo: material entity allowed us 
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to build classes in CSO such as Climate System Component (e.g., Hydrosphere and 
Cryosphere), Coast, Ice Field, Atmospheric Layer (e.g., Troposphere), Water Body 
(e.g., Ocean and Lake), Fossil Fuel, Aerosol, Greenhouse Gas (e.g., Water Vapor), 
Sample, and Water. CCO provides many classes under its Artifact class (a subclass of 
bfo: object) that allowed modeling concepts such as Energy-related Carbon Source 
Facility, Storage of Carbon, Green Infrastructure, Buoy, Drifter, Satellite Sensor, and 
Ship. A bfo: object aggregate is a group of objects that can be partitioned into mutu-
ally exhaustive and pairwise disjoint objects [19]. The object aggregate class let us 
model the CSO classes of Global Community, Species, Civil Society, Climate System, 
Forest, and Grassland Ecosystem.

The bfo: specifically dependent continuant inheres in (i.e., is borne by) an inde-
pendent continuant (the bearer) by virtue of how the bearer is related to other enti-
ties [19]. It includes the bfo: quality and bfo: realizable entity subclasses. Examples of 
quality in CSO are: Amount of Ice, Climate Change Benefit, Capacity for Adaptation, 
Carbon Intensity, Air Quality, Humidity, Lake Area, and Precipitation Deficit. PATO 
adds pato: quality in addition to the bfo: quality class. The pato: decreased quality 
class was used, for example, to model CSO classes of Deceased Amount of Emitted 
Infrared Radiation from Earth Surface, Decreased Extent of Arctic Sea Ice, Decreased 
pH of Sea Water, and Decreased Ocean Water Salinity. The pato: increased quality 
class allowed modeling CSO classes such as Increased Aerosol Content, Increased 
Net Energy in the Climate System, Increased Intensity of Drought, Increased Ocean 
Acidity, and Increased Concentration of Carbon Dioxide. PATO also provides the 
physical object quality, process quality, qualitative quality, and variability classes. 
These PATO classes allowed modeling many of the qualities of the climate system 
components in CSO such as the Concentration of Carbon Dioxide, Extent of Arctic 
Sea Ice, Precipitation Pattern, Glacier Volume, Ocean Water Composition, and 
Thermal Conductivity.

The bfo: realizable entity is a bfo: specifically dependent continuant that inheres in 
a bfo: independent continuant. Instances of realizable entities are realized in specific 
processes. Realizable entities include bfo: disposition (e.g., cco: Color, cco: Albedo, 
Cosmic Ray Shielding Disposition, Resilience, Risk, Security, Climate Vulnerability) 
and its bfo: function subclass (e.g., Sensor Artifact Function, and Ecosystem 
Function), and bfo: role (e.g., Policy Making Role, Driver of Climate Change Role, 
Positive Radiative Forcing Role, Greenhouse Gas Role, and Proxy Role).

The bfo: occurrent class and its underlying CCO subclasses provide a wide range 
of mechanisms to model dynamic aspects of the climate system. BFO defines the pro-
cess, process profile, process boundary, spatiotemporal region, and temporal region 
classes. CCO adds several classes to each of the BFO classes, increasing their potential 
for modeling the climate system. These include cco: Act and its cco: Intentional Act 
subclass, cco: Change, cco: Effect, cco: Natural Process, and cco: Stasis. The cco: Act 
is a process in which an agent (e.g., a human or group of people) plays a causative 
role. The cco: Act class is used in CSO to define anthropogenic activities such as 
Emission of Greenhouse Gases, Forestry, Irrigation, and Land use. The cco: change 
class allows defining change in the climate system (Climate Change, Forcing, Change 
in Net Radiation, and Change in the Radiative Balance), in its cycles (Change in Water 
Cycle), its processes (e.g., Change in Atmospheric Circulation), and in component 
qualities (e.g., Change in Atmospheric Pressure, Change in Temperature, Change 
in Humidity, Change in Albedo, and Change in Infrared Radiation). It also provides 
classes that enable modeling a decrease or increase in a generically or specifically 
dependent continuant. For example, it allowed CSO to model Decrease in the Extent 
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of Arctic Sea Ice, Decrease in Ocean water Salinity, and Decrease in Temperature of 
Earth Surface. It also allowed modeling Increase in CH4 level, Increase in Atmospheric 
Opacity, and Increase in Background Surface Ozone. The cco: Change also defines 
ways to model loss or gain of dependent continuants, e.g., loss of quality (Loss of 
Ice Sheet Mass), loss of disposition (Loss of Well-being, Loss of Health), and loss of 
function (Loss of Ecosystem Function).

The cco: Effect class enabled CSO to define subclasses for Adverse Effect (e.g., 
Adverse Economic Effect and Adverse Human Effect) and Climate Change Impact 
(e.g., Impact on Ecosystem, Impact on Infrastructure; Impact on Species). The cco: 
Natural Process allowed CSO to model solar and other processes in the component 
of the climate system, e.g., in the atmosphere (e.g., Filtering of Solar Ultra-violet 
Radiation, Cloud Formation, Precipitation, and Wind), in oceans (e.g., Heat Transfer, 
Ocean Current, and Upwelling), in the biosphere (Evapotranspiration, Photosynthesis, 
and Respiration), and in the cryosphere (Flowing of Outlet Glaciers, Melting, and 
Retreat of Glaciers). The cco: Stasis class was useful for modeling processes, such as 
drought and glaciation, through which some independent continuants endure in an 
unchanging condition over a period of time. For example, the 20th Century Warming, 
Little Ice Age Cooling, and Drought were modeled under the cco: Stasis of Quality. The 
bfo: temporal region class defines zero- and one-dimensional temporal regions that 
allowed us to model concepts such as Glacial Period, Interglacial Period, Ice Age, Period 
of Abnormally Dry Weather, Winter, and Season (e.g., Percolation Season and Runoff 
Season) in CSO.

4. Results

4.1 Semantic modeling

Ontologies such as CSO consist of a controlled vocabulary modeled by named 
and defined classes that represent concepts in the domain knowledge (e.g., climate 
system). They model different kinds of relations among the individuals that are 
instances of these classes. These knowledge models are built at different levels based 
on their generality. Top- and mid-level ontologies define general concepts and are 
designed to be extended by domain ontologies [78]. A domain ontology is a formal 
(i.e., logical), explicit specification of conceptualizations in a specific area of inter-
est (e.g., climate system) [25]. As a domain ontology, the Climate System Ontology 
(CSO) must include classes that formally represent concepts in the climate system 
such as radiation, global warming, atmosphere, adverse climate impact, and relations 
that are known to exist among their instances.

A class (e.g., Ice Sheet, Ocean, or Island) in the ontology describes the type for its 
instances (i.e., an ice sheet, ocean, or island). Class descriptions are commonly com-
plex because they must represent the complete set of characteristics of the concept 
that they represent. Axioms are often needed to fully describe the complete charac-
teristics of a class. In protégé, axioms are built using the ‘SubClass Of ’ or ‘Equivalent 
To’ options in the class description panel applying different logical constructs. The 
‘Equivalent To’ option allows defining both necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
class ‘in one logical statement’ using the logical ‘and’ and ‘or’. The ‘SubClass Of ’ option 
allows defining only the necessary conditions ‘in one or more, separate logical state-
ments’. As an example, the full description of the Ice Sheet class is expressed in the 
following paragraph.
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Instances of the Ice Sheet class have several characteristics that must be repre-
sented in the class description. By extension, an Ice Sheet is a Cryospheric Object that 
is made of thick Ice and has a continent-scale extent. It also participates (as input) 
in several processes such as ‘flowing outward from a high central gently-sloping ice 
plateau’ and ‘storage of a large amount of water’. These complex descriptions require 
building several axioms for Ice Sheet, applying the ‘SubClass Of ’ option (Figure 1). 
It also requires making the bfo: continuant classes of Ice (a subclass of Cryospheric 
Material, placed under bfo: object), Continental Width (under pato: size, a subclass 
of pato: morphology, under pato: quality), Ice Sheet Thickness (under pato: thick-
ness, a subclass of pato: size), and bfo: occurrent classes of ‘Flowing Outward from 
a High Central Gently-sloping Ice Plateau’ and ‘Storage of a Large Amount of Water’ 
under the Cryospheric Process class (a subclass of Natural Internal Process, under 
cco: Natural Process). The first Cryospheric Process also includes sub-processes (e.g., 
Flowing of Ice Streams and Flowing of Outlet Glaciers) through the ‘cco: has process 
part’ object property. All of these natural processes that occur in some Cryospheric 

Figure 1. 
Modeling the Ice Sheet class using imported classes and object properties of CCO, BFO, and PATO ontologies. Ice 
sheet has quality Continental Width and Ice Sheet Thickness. Ice Sheet is input of some Flowing Outward from a 
High Central Gently-sloping Ice Plateau. Flowing Outward from a High Central Gently-sloping Ice Plateau has 
process part Flowing of Ice Stream and has process part Flowing of Outlet Glaciers. Flowing of Outlet Glaciers 
has subclass Flowing of Outlet Glaciers into Ice Shelves and Flowing of Outlet Glaciers into the Sea. Flowing of 
Outlet Glaciers into Ice Shelves process starts Floating of Ice Shelves on the Sea. Flowing of Outlet Glaciers into 
the Sea process starts Floating of Ice Shelves on the Sea. Ice Sheet is input of some Storage of a Large Amount of 
Water. Ice Sheet is made of Ice. Melting of Ice Sheets and Glaciers has input Ice Sheet, has output Meltwater, 
is cause of Runoff, and process starts (i.e., is cause of) Sea level Rise. Sea level Rise process preceded by Melting 
of Ice Sheets and Glaciers. In all diagrams in this chapter, dashed lines are relations that are represented by the 
object properties and point from a property’s domain (subject) class to its range (object) class (see below for 
explanation). Each solid arrow represents the has subclass relation and points from a class to its subclass. The 
diagram was made by the OntoGraf plugin in Protégé.
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object (i.e., Ice) occur during a bfo: one-dimensional temporal region (e.g., a period 
of time). Ice sheets also participate (as input) in the Melting of Ice Sheets and Glaciers 
class, with Meltwater as output. Melting also causes other processes, such as Runoff 
and Sea Level Rise, to occur. The Sea Level Rise process leads to (i.e., has output) 
Increased Sea Level. These processes and changes are shown in Figure 1.

In the Climate System Ontology, relations among class instances are modeled 
through the RO and CCO object properties. Each object property relates instances of 
a domain class to instances of a range class (through the rdfs: domain and rdfs: range 
constructs) [79]. For example, in the statement: ‘Class-A relates-to Class-B’, Class-A is 
the domain, and Class-B is the range, for the relates-to object property. Each CCO or 
RO object property also has other built-in properties and meta-properties such as owl: 
disjointWith, owl: inverseOf, owl: FunctionalProperty, and owl: TransitiveProperty 
[16] that provide additional logic for relationships.

Knowledge is the sum of the facts that are known to be true in the domain of 
discourse in some point in time. For example, the two statements: ‘carbon dioxide 
is a greenhouse gas’ and ‘meltwater is a product of melting’ are known to be true 
in climate science. An ontology, as a model of a knowledge in a field of study (e.g., 
climate system), is developed by building numerous logical statements that repre-
sent such known facts. Each of these formal statements has three parts: a subject 
(S), a predicate (P), and an object (O). In OWL, properties stand for the predicates. 
The ‘SPO triples’ are the building blocks of knowledge representation. Ontologies 
are developed by modeling known facts from knowledge repositories (e.g., books, 
papers, and reports) in the domain, and defining triple SPO statements in logical 
‘axioms’ (e.g., Melting of Ice Sheet cco: process starts Sea level Rise). To enhance 
reading, the reader may ignore the namespace prefixes in such triple statements. 
Doing so, the above statement is simply read as: ‘melting of ice sheet process starts 
(i.e., is cause of) sea level rise’. The fact that emission of halocarbons leads to strato-
spheric ozone depletion and to positive radiative forcing can explicitly be expressed 
by the following two SPO statements: ‘Emission of Halocarbon cco: is cause of some 
Stratospheric Ozone Depletion’, and ‘Emission of Halocarbon cco: is cause of some 
Positive Radiative Forcing’.

The Protégé editor applies OWL 2 [80] which is based on description logic [17]. 
By extending BFO, CCO, PATO, and RO, the Climate System Ontology inherits the 
foundational description logic that underlies these imported upper ontologies. CCO 
and RO object properties explicitly define the type of domain and range classes for 
each object property. The built-in description logic of these ontologies guarantees the 
initial consistency and coherency of the CSO domain ontology. As a good practice and 
to save time during debugging, we continuously ran the HermiT 1.4.3.456 reasoner 
[81–85], in Protégé, after each major change to the ontology, for example, after adding 
a new axiom. This assured consistency and coherency of the ontology.

4.2 Climate system ontology

In this section, we describe the construction of the Climate System Ontology 
(CSO) based on the logical foundations of the imported CCO, BFO, PATO, and RO 
ontologies which were described above. From an ontological perspective, each of 
the main components of the climate system (e.g., Hydrosphere, Atmosphere) is a 
bfo: fiat object part (a subclass of bfo: material entity), associated with theoreti-
cally drawn divisions. Fiat boundaries do not coincide with physical discontinuities. 
These material fiat parts are demarcated by a bfo: two-dimensional fiat boundary 
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which demarcate material entities (e.g., the Equator and Global Mean Sea Level) or 
immaterial entities (surfaces of cave chambers and boundary of the ozone hole). 
The location of these two- or three-dimensional fiat boundaries (e.g., Land Surface 
and Snow-covered Surface) are defined relative to material entities (Rock, Snow, 
and Vegetation). The CSO examples of fiat boundaries include the cco: Sea Level 
between the Atmosphere and Hydrosphere, the Land Surface between Atmosphere 
and Lithosphere, and the Snow-covered Surface between the Cryosphere and 
Atmosphere. The fiat object parts have their own parts. For example, the Atmosphere 
has Troposphere, Stratosphere, and other types of Atmospheric Layer as fiat object 
parts; the Lithosphere has the Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, and 
Mid-latitudes; Ocean has fiat layers such as ‘Upper Ocean’, ‘Top Centimeter Skin’, 
and ‘Top Few Meters’ as part. These parts and sub-parts consist of different kinds of 
material objects. The material parts such as Ocean, Land, and Permafrost extend over 
3D space and have portion of matter among their proper and improper continuant 
sub-parts. For example, a molecule of Oxygen in the Atmosphere consists of oxygen 
atoms, and Soil is made of Mineral, Water, Organic Matter, and Air. Some objects such 
as Ship, Buoy, Sensor, Storage Facility, and Water Treatment Facility are categorized 
as cco: Artifact. Other parts are of the bfo: object aggregate types, consisting of dis-
joint parts that can lose or gain parts while maintaining their identity. A good example 
is the Climate System which can gain material (Anthropogenic Greenhouse Gas and 
Volcanic Aerosol) or lose mass and energy in its parts (e.g., Melting of Glaciers and 
Outgoing Radiation).

The bfo: material entities such as Glacier, Groundwater, Aerosol, and Ozone 
have characteristics that can be categorized under bfo: quality or pato: quality. For 
example, the Atmosphere has attributes (qualities) such as Aerosol Content, Heat 
Content in the Atmosphere, Temperature, and Concentration of Greenhouse Gas; 
Soil has Soil Moisture Content; Glacier Ice has pato: age; Sea Water has pato: acidity 
and pato: salinity; Drought and Heat Wave have pato: duration; Precipitation has pato: 
intensity; Ice has pato: radiation reflection quality (albedo). Natural and anthropo-
genic processes can change such qualities (attributes). For example, Human Activity 
can increase the Concentration of Carbon Dioxide in the Atmosphere, the Extent of 
Permafrost, and pH of the Sea Water.

Qualities inhered in material entities are measured by devices, and their values 
are commonly reported and analyzed by meteorologists and climatologists. The value 
and units of these variables can be modeled with the cco: Information Content Entity 
class which subsumes several classes for data and information modeling described 
above. Weather and climate data modeled with these classes can readily be integrated, 
facilitating their transfer and reuse. The ‘abnormal’ aspects of the Climate System 
such as Ocean Heat Content Anomaly, Specific Humidity Anomaly, Medieval Climate 
Anomaly, Cool Little Ice Age Anomaly, Land Surface Temperature Anomaly, and 
Ocean Surface Temperature Anomaly are modeled using the pato: abnormal class; a 
subclass of the pato: deviation (from_normal) class. Entities are related to their quali-
ties through the ‘ro: has quality object property.

Similar to material entities, occurrents (e.g., processes) such as Precipitation, 
Flood, Extreme Climate Event, and Monsoon have qualities such as pato: rate, pato: 
duration, pato: recurrent, and pato: frequency which are modeled under the pato: 
process quality class. BFO also provides the process profile class (a process) which 
proved handy for modeling the change in the rate of occurrence of adverse extreme 
climate events (e.g., Drought and Heat Wave) over time and the rate profile of 
Melting of Glaciers over a period of time.
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Material-independent continuants also are characterized with realizable enti-
ties such as disposition and role. The bfo: disposition is inherent in material entities 
because of their physical make-up, such as composition, structure, and texture. For 
example, Disaster and Risk are dispositions of an Extreme Climate Event. Health, 
Disease, Right, Security, Well-being, and Vulnerability to Climate-related Extreme 
Event are human dispositions. These dispositions realize through certain processes. 
For example, Adverse Climate Event bfo: realizes Vulnerability to Heat Wave and 
Vulnerability to Flood. The cco: Electromagnetic Radiation Property class (a sub-
class of bfo: disposition) allowed defining CSO dispositions such as the Opacity 
of Soil, Transparent Ice, Radiation Absorptivity of Greenhouse Gas, Emissivity of 
Greenhouse Gas, Surface Albedo (under cco: Radiation Reflectivity), and Cosmic Ray 
Shielding Disposition of Ozone.

Each climate system component may also have a function which, as a subclass 
of disposition, is also a bfo: realizable entity. The CSO functions include Ecosystem 
Function, Generating Energy Function (of the Sun), and Regulating Earth Climate 
Function (of Ocean). The process of Nuclear Fusion in the Sun bfo: realizes the 
Generating Energy Function in the Sun. CCO provides a large number of classes for 
defining functions for artifacts, such as Sensor Artifact Function and Measurement 
Artifact Function. The bfo: realizable entity also includes role for continuant entities. 
These allow defining different kinds of bfo: role in CSO such as Policy Making Role, 
Carbon Storage Role, Driver of Climate Change Role, Driver of Deep Ocean Water 
Circulation Role, Carbon Sink Role, Proxy Role, and Greenhouse Gas Role. Processes 
realize roles. For example, Emission of Greenhouse Gas bfo: realizes Greenhouse Gas 
Role. Volcanic Eruption bfo: realizes the Aerosol Role for Volcanic Ash. Sampling 
from Ice Core bfo: realizes the Temperature Proxy Role for the Ice Core (a subclass 
of Sample). Nuclear fusion in the Sun bfo: realizes the ‘Driver of Climate Change 
Role’ for the Sun. Other processes realize dispositions. For example, Developing 
and Deploying Technology or Maintaining Stable Energy Supply bfo: realizes Energy 
Security. Some processes realize specific functions. Soil Moisture Drought cco: has 
output Reduced Ecosystem Function. Material entities relate to their realizable entities 
through the ro: has disposition, ro: has function, and ro: has role object properties.

The material and immaterial (i.e., independent continuant) parts of the climate 
system continuously interact through processes over time. The bfo: process provides 
mechanisms for the bfo: independent continuant system parts to interact. CCO 
subsumes the bfo: process by defining cco: Act, cco: Change, cco: Effect, cco: Natural 
Process, and cco: Stasis classes which we have used to define various dynamic aspects 
of CSO domain ontology. CSO classifies all anthropogenic activities, such as Fossil 
Fuel Emission, Emission of Halocarbon, and Industrial Activity, under the Human 
Activity class which is an indirect subclass of cco: Act. A large number of intentional 
anthropogenic activities are defined in CSO by subsuming the cco: Act class. These 
include the Evaluating Policies, Disaster Risk Management, Reduction of Disaster 
Risk, and Maintaining Stable Energy Supply classes. Figure 2 displays the interactions 
of selected human activities in the climate system that are modeled in CSO.

The Climate System Ontology defines many dynamic processes that bring change 
in the components of the climate system. These changes, modeled as subclasses of 
the cco: Change class, include Change in Humidity and Change in Precipitation in the 
atmosphere, Varying Ice Area and Varying Snow Area in the Cryosphere, Change in 
the Storage of Groundwater, Change in Ocean Water Salinity, Change in Sea level in the 
hydrosphere, Land Cover Change, and Change in Surface Roughness in the lithosphere. 
The cco: Effect is used in CSO to define the Adverse Environmental Effect (and its 
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many subclasses) and Climate Change Impact classes and its subclasses (e.g., Impact on 
Infrastructure, Impact on Species, and Impact on Cultural Assets). Figure 3 shows the 
inter-relationships among a few system changes, including the climate change.

Interactions among the components of the climate system are modeled under the 
cco: Natural Process class. These include Cloud Formation, Precipitation, and Wind in 

Figure 3. 
A model of climate change and its relation to other changes. Change in Albedo positively regulates (i.e., increases 
the frequency, magnitude, and rate of) Radiative Forcing and process starts Climate Change. Radiative Forcing 
is cause of Climate Change. Change in Albedo, Climate Change, and Change in the Sources and Sinks of Carbon 
are subclasses of System Change. Change in the Sources and Sinks of Carbon process starts Climate Change. 
Exchange of Greenhouse Gases Between Land and Atmosphere process starts Climate Change. Increase in the 
Concentration of Greenhouse Gases and Change in Surface Roughness process starts Climate Change. Feedback 
Between Climate Change and Atmospheric Concentration of Trace Gas has process part some Climate Change. 
Subclasses (subtypes) of Climate Change include Change in Precipitation Pattern, Change in Climate Extremes, 
Change in Intensity of Heavy Precipitation Over Land Regions, Internally-induced Climate Change, Change 
in Evaporation Characteristics, Change in Temperature, Change in Water Cycle, and Anthropogenic Climate 
Change. Cumulative Total Anthropogenic CO2 Emission process starts Anthropogenic Climate Change. Human 
Activity is cause of Anthropogenic Climate Change.

Figure 2. 
A model of human activities. Human Activity is cause of Change in Atmospheric Composition, process starts 
Biogeophysical Anthropogenic Change (with Decrease in Evapotranspiration and Decrease in Land Surface Net 
Radiation subclasses), process starts Biogeochemical Anthropogenic Change (with the Decrease of Vegetation and 
Decrease in Soil Carbon Stocks subclasses), and is cause of Anthropogenic Change (a subclass of Anthropogenic 
Forcing). Anthropogenic Activity is-a Human Activity. Anthropogenic Activity is cause of Change in Climate 
Extremes, Change in Surface Ocean Salinity, Increase in the Concentration of Greenhouse Gases, and Increase 
in the Probability of Occurrence of Heat Waves. The subclasses of Anthropogenic Activity include Industrial 
Activity, Anthropogenic Emission, and Land-use. Solid arrows point to subclasses.
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the atmosphere, Accumulation of Snow, Freezing, and Retreat of Glaciers in the cryo-
sphere, Evapotranspiration and Photosynthesis in the biosphere, and Land Carbon 
Uptake from Atmosphere and Interception of Infiltrated Water by Vegetation classes 
in the lithosphere. Some climate system concepts such as 20th Century Warming, 
Little Ice Age Cooling, Drought, El Niño, and La Niña are classified under the cco: 
Stasis of Quality class. These are shown in Figure 4.

5. Discussion

In the previous section, we presented some modeling artifacts of our Climate 
System Ontology and demonstrated how classes and object properties of upper 
ontologies enabled formal modeling of some aspects of the climate system. In this 
section, we discuss the intricacies of our modeling of the complex climate system 
concepts such as solar radiation, feedback, climate change impact, enhanced 
greenhouse effect, hydrological cycle, oscillation, and radiative forcing. We 
also expand our modeling to include complex interactions among the climate 
system’s components (e.g., Atmosphere–Hydrosphere, Land-Ice, Ice-Ocean, and 
Soil-Biosphere).

Internal and external forcings continuously evolve the climate system over a wide 
range of temporal and spatial scales. Major perturbations in the radiative balance lead 
to self-organization, by creating and changing climate patterns. Nonlinear feedback 
mechanisms continuously amplify or dampen processes to allow system components 
to adapt to new changes. The system reorganizes to maintain its identity, structure, 
and function through new processes and patterns (e.g., more frequent extreme 
events) or by building resilience. Below, we elaborate on the modeling of some of 
these complex interactions.

Figure 5 displays the transformation of the Solar Radiation as it continuously 
enters and exits the climate system. The Solar Radiation class is modeled as a 
subclass of cco: Electromagnetic Wave Process (a subclass of cco: Wave Process). 

Figure 4. 
Representing Drought as a cco: Stasis. Drought is-a cco: Stasis of quality. Drought has output Deficit in Water 
Storage, has output Hydrological Imbalance, has output Soil Moisture Deficit, has output Streamflow Deficit, 
is cause of Abnormally Low Precipitation, and occurs on Period of Abnormally Dry Weather. Agricultural 
Drought, Hydrological Drought, and Meteorological Drought are sub-types of Drought. Climate Stasis is-a cco: 
Stasis of quality. Climate Stasis has output Climate; occurs on Millions of Years or Month, or Millenia. Subclasses 
of Climate Stasis include the 20th Century Warming, Medieval Climate Optimum Warming, and Little Ice Age 
Cooling.
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It subsumes the Incoming Solar Radiation and Outgoing Solar Radiation classes. 
The cco: Electromagnetic Wave Process also subsumes the Reflection of Incoming 
Solar Radiation, Absorption of Radiation, Return of the Radiation Absorbed by 
the Surface, Emission of Radiation, and Scattering of Part of the Incoming Solar 
Radiation classes.

The logical modeling artifacts provided by the imported ontologies also allowed 
CSO to efficiently model complex system features such as nonlinear dynamics 
through feedbacks. Figure 6 shows an example of a positive feedback through which 
the water vapor (a major greenhouse gas), produced through the evaporation of 
ocean water, cycles through the atmosphere. The increased concentration of the water 
vapor leads to an increase in atmospheric temperature, which amplifies the original 
evaporation process, and leads to increased concentration of water vapor, bringing 
more heat in the atmosphere. The cyclical Feedback class and its subclasses are mod-
eled in CSO as a subclass of the Cycle class, which is modeled as a subclass of the Fiat 
Process Part class (a subclass of cco: Change).

Various impacts brought by climate change are also modeled in CSO using several 
modeling artifacts of CCO. Figure 7 shows some of the impacts of extreme climate 
events and represents how these events realize the vulnerability (a disposition) of 
communities to such events. Several subclasses of the Climate Change Impact class 
explicitly define specific types of impacts (not expanded in the diagram).

The concepts of natural and enhanced greenhouse effects are shown in the model 
of Figure 8. The figure shows the natural and anthropogenic processes and material 
entities that cause or are involved in these two types of greenhouse effects.

The hydrological cycle is a major global process in the climate system. It 
involves numerous processes that occur in different components of the climate 

Figure 5. 
A model of different types of Radiation in CSO. Solar Radiation is-a cco: Electromagnetic wave process, cco: 
Has input (i.e., involves) Sun, cco: Has input Climate System Component, and cco: Process starts (i.e., causes) 
External Forcing. The Outgoing Radiation and Incoming Solar Radiation classes are subclasses of Solar 
Radiation. Reflection of Incoming Solar Radiation is-a cco: Electromagnetic wave process. Incoming Solar 
Radiation ro: Directly positively regulates (i.e., increases frequency, magnitude, and rate of) Reflection of 
Incoming Solar Radiation. Incoming Solar Radiation ro: Directly positively regulates Absorption of Incoming 
Solar Radiation. Absorption of Incoming Solar Radiation has subclass Absorption of Incoming Solar Radiation 
by the Atmosphere that ro: Directly positively regulates Warming of the Atmosphere and occurs in the Atmosphere. 
Absorption of Incoming Solar Radiation also has subclass Absorption of Incoming Solar Radiation by Surface 
which occurs at Sea Surface, Land Surface, Snow-covered Surface, and Vegetation-covered surface. Emission 
of Infrared Radiation has input Cloud and has subclass Emission of Infrared Radiation in All Directions with 
Greenhouse Gas and other trace gases as input. Emission of Infrared Radiation occurs in the Atmosphere and 
process starts (i.e., causes) Warming of the Atmosphere.
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system. The cyclical process starts by evaporation from bodies of water such as 
oceans, movement of the output water vapor through atmospheric circulations, 
condensation of the water vapor, cloud formation, and precipitation as rain or 
snow. Precipitation is followed by the interception of rain and snow by plants, 
infiltration of rain and melted snow into soil, soil evaporation, recharge of aquifers, 
surface runoff, and entry of streams back into oceans. Figure 9 is a model of part 
of the hydrological cycle in CSO. The Hydrological Cycle class is modeled in CSO 
as a subclass of the Water Cycle, under the Fiat Process Part class (a subclass of 
cco: Change).

The three major subclasses of cco: Information Content Entity (see above) that 
represent data and information, in combination with the bfo: specifically dependent 
continuant that defines the system variables, and object properties such as ro: con-
cretize that relates a variable (quality) to data and information and enable complete 
modeling of climate system data. Data modeled through these upper-level constructs 
enable integration of climate data and information. For example, numeric, graphic 
(map, plot), and textual (report) data related to specific occurrences (instances) of 
an El Niño or La Niña event, shown in the CSO model in Figure 10 can be modeled 
with the cco: Information Content Entity.

Radiative forcing as a change in the incoming and outgoing radiative flux may 
be caused by changes in the concentration of anthropogenic greenhouse gases in 
the atmosphere because of human activities or solar cycles. CSO models Radiative 

Figure 6. 
A model of a positive feedback in CSO. Increase in Atmospheric Temperature process starts (causes) Increase 
in Evaporation which process starts Evaporation from the Ocean. Evaporation From the Ocean has input 
Ocean Water and has output Water Vapor. Evaporation From the Ocean is part of process Hydrological Cycle. 
Evaporation from the ocean has output Increased Water Vapor Content in the Atmosphere which is an Increased 
Greenhouse Gas Concentration. Increased Water Vapor Content in the atmosphere ‘is input of ’ Amplification of 
Temperature Increase and is input of Enhanced Greenhouse Effect. Each of these processes process starts Increase 
in Atmospheric Temperature which process starts Increase in Evaporation which restarts the cycle by amplifying 
the Evaporation from the Ocean.
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Forcing and its underlying Positive Radiative Forcing using several cco object proper-
ties. Figure 11 shows anthropogenic activities lead to anthropogenic forcing, causing 
increase in the global mean surface temperature which causes global mean surface 
warming. It also shows anthropogenic activities (e.g., emission of halocarbons) and 
increase in atmospheric opacity cause positive radiative forcing. Positive radiative 
forcing with input from greenhouse gases starts the process of enhanced greenhouse 
effect which leads to an increase in atmospheric temperature and ultimately the 
warming of atmosphere.

6. Summary

The Climate System Ontology (CSO) specifies the characteristics of different 
elements of the climate system and models the dynamic processes that affect the 
structure, behavior, and pattern of these elements at the micro- (component) and 
macro- (whole system) levels. For each process, the ontology identifies the compo-
nents that change their attributes as they participate in the process as input and other 
processes that are caused by the process and produce their own output. Many of 
these processes are nonlinear, producing outputs that affect the original process that 

Figure 7. 
A model of Climate Change Impact in CSO as an Adverse Impact, a subclass of Impact. The Impact class is-a 
subclass of Effect which is-a Adverse Effect (under cco: Effect). Different kinds of impacts are also shown as 
subclasses of the Climate Change Impact. Climate Change is cause of some Climate Change Impact. The Extreme 
Climate Event process starts (i.e., causes) Climate Change Impact and realizes Vulnerability to Climate-related 
Extreme Event.
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Figure 8. 
A model of Greenhouse Effect as a cco: Effect, under bfo: Process. Greenhouse Effect process starts (i.e., is cause 
of) some Increase in the Global Mean Surface Temperature. As a subclass of Greenhouse Effect, the Enhanced 
Greenhouse Effect process starts some Increase in Atmospheric temperature. Increased Aerosol Content, 
Increased Concentration of Greenhouse Gases, and Increased Water Vapor Content in the Atmosphere are 
input of Enhanced Greenhouse Effect. Increase in Water Vapor Content in the Atmosphere has output some 
Increased Water Vapor Content in the Atmosphere, and process starts some Greenhouse Effect. Emission of 
Infrared Radiation is cause of Trapping Heat in the Atmosphere. Greenhouse Gas is input of Trapping Heat in 
the Atmosphere and is input of Emission of Infrared Radiation. Positive Radiative Forcing process starts some 
enhanced Greenhouse Effect. Absorption of Radiation is cause of some Greenhouse Effect. Greenhouse gas is input 
of Upward Transfer of Infrared Radiation From Earth Surface to Higher Altitudes (an Atmospheric Process).

Figure 9. 
A model of Hydrological Cycle. Evaporation From the Ocean has input Ocean Water and has output Water 
Vapor. Evaporation From the Land Surface has input Lake Water and has input Stream Water. Evaporation 
from the Land Surface or Evaporation from the Ocean process starts (i.e., causes) Atmospheric Circulation. 
Evaporation From the Land Surface is-a Atmospheric–Land Hydrospheric Interaction. Evaporation in the Soil 
or Evaporation in the Leaves of Plants is subclasses of Evaporation From the Land Surface. Warming of the 
Atmosphere directly positively regulates (i.e., intensifies) Evaporation. Atmospheric Circulation process starts 
Condensation. Condensation has input Water Vapor and has output Cloud Droplet. Condensation process 
precedes, and process starts Cloud Formation. Cloud Formation process precedes, and process starts Precipitation. 
Precipitation process starts Flow of Water Over Land Surface or Through the Subsurface and Infiltration of 
Surface Runoff into Soil and Rock. Runoff, as a subclass of the Flow of Water Over Land Surface or Through the 
Subsurface, has subclass Freshwater Runoff Returning to the Oceans and has input (i.e., involves) Ocean Water. 
Ocean Water re-enters the hydrological cycle through the Evaporation From the Ocean. The cycle repeats the above 
processes.
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led to the output. The CSO models the dynamic interactions among system’s major 
components as the solar radiative energy cycles through the system through various 
reflective, absorptive, and emissive processes. We described the climate system from 
a complex system perspective and modeled several of its dynamic processes based on 
this view.

We developed the Climate System Ontology by extending the class hierarchy 
and logic of a set of well-designed, top- and mid-level ontologies. The terminol-
ogy used for the class definitions and relations used to model the Climate System 
Ontology are based on the IPCC and other sources of climate system knowledge. 
The use of the foundational logics of the imported upper-level ontologies in the 
development of the Climate System Ontology ensures interoperability with other 
ontologies that extend the same upper-level ontologies. We gave full descriptions 
of these upper-level ontologies and specified best practices for using them to 
build domain or application ontologies. We demonstrated, by providing several 
examples, how complex features in the climate system can be modeled in the 
Protégé editor. The ontology is publicly available in the GitHub cloud repository 
for extension by climate scientists to build their own application ontologies. The 

Figure 10. 
A model of oceanic oscillations. Two oscillations are shown. North Atlantic Oscillation designated by NAO 
realizes Climate of Europe; has output Climate Variability in Europe in Winter; occurs on Winter; process starts 
Westerly Current Between Icelandic Low Pressure and Azores High Pressure Areas (which occurs at Sea Level); 
realizes Climate of Part of Asia. Atmospheric–Ocean Interactions in North Atlantic process starts North Atlantic 
Oscillation. The El Niño-Southern Oscillation designated by ENSO; occurs in Ocean; occurs at Sea Level; occurs 
at Tropical Pacific; has quality ENSO Variability; process starts El Niño and process starts La Niña; caused by 
Atmosphere–Ocean Interaction in the Tropical Pacific that occurs at Tropical Pacific.
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Figure 11. 
A model of part of the Positive Radiative Forcing process in CSO. Forcing is modeled as a subclass of cco: 
Change (not shown). Radiative Forcing is-a forcing and Positive Radiative Forcing is-a Radiative Forcing. 
Positive Radiative Forcing has input Anthropogenic Greenhouse Gas. Emission of Halocarbons and Increase in 
Atmospheric Opacity process starts Positive Radiative Forcing. Anthropogenic Forcing is-a Positive Radiative 
Forcing. Anthropogenic Forcing is cause of Increase in the Global Mean Surface Temperature which is cause of 
Global Mean Surface Warming. Human Activity is cause of Anthropogenic Change. Anthropogenic Activity is 
cause of Positive Radiative Forcing which process starts Enhanced Greenhouse Effect, which in turn causes Increase 
in Atmospheric Temperature, which is cause of Warming of the Atmosphere.
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